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Evidence for vortex staircases in the whole angular range
due to competing correlated pinning mechanisms
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We present measurements of the angular dependence of the irreversible magnetization of YBa2Cu3O7 single
crystals with columnar defects inclined with respect to thec axis. At high fields a sharp maximum centered at
the tracks direction is observed. At low fields we identify a lock-in phase characterized by an angle-
independent pinning strength and observe an angular shift of the peak towards thec axis that originates in the
misalignment between vortices and applied field in anisotropic materials. The interplay among columnar
defects, twins, and intrinsic pinning by theab planes generates a variety of staircase structures. We show that
correlated pinning dominates for all orientations of the applied field.@S0163-1829~99!09417-5#
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A difficult aspect of the study of vortex dynamics in hig
temperature superconductors in the presence of corre
disorder is the determination of flux structures for appl
fields tilted with respect to the pinning potential. As thre
dimensional vortex configurations cannot be directly o
served, our knowledge is mostly based on the analysis of
angular dependence of magnetization, susceptibility,
transport data.1–11

According to theoretical models,12,13 when the angle be
tween the applied fieldH and the defects is smaller than th
lock-in anglewL vortices remain locked into the defects th
producing a transverse Meissner effect. For tilt angles lar
thanwL and smaller than a trapping anglewT , vortices form
staircases with segments pinned into different defects
connected by unpinned or weakly pinned kinks. BeyondwT ,
vortices will be straight and take the direction of the appl
field, thus being unaffected by the correlated nature of
pinning. In principle, this picture should apply with mino
differences to twins, columnar defects, and intrin
pinning.13

Many experiments have confirmed the directional pinn
due to columnar defects, twins, and Cu-O planes.1–11 Evi-
dence for a locked-in phase arises from the observatio
the transverse Meissner effect,10 but a quantitative determi
nation ofwL(H,T) for columnar defects had not been do
until now. The introduction of columnar defects incline
with respect to the crystallographic axis has be
used1,6–8,10,11to discriminate their pinning effects from thos
due to twin boundaries, and from anisotropy effects. Ho
ever, the vortex staircase configurations resulting from
combined effect of the various correlated structures had
yet been explored in detail.

In this work we report studies of the vortex pinning
YBa2Cu3O7 crystals with inclined columnar defects, for th
whole range of field orientations. This allows us to determ
the misalignment between the applied and internal fields
to anisotropy, as well as to identify the angular range
influence of each correlated pinning structure. We pres
the first determination of the lock-in angle of tracks usi
irreversible magnetization.
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~21!/13620~4!/$15.00
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The crystal used in this study was grown by the self-fl
method,14 and has dimensions;200360038.5 mm3. Co-
lumnar defects at an angleQD'32° from thec axis and a
density corresponding to a matching fieldBF53 T were in-
troduced by irradiation with 315 MeV Au231 ions at the
Tandar accelerator~Buenos Aires, Argentina!.

dc magnetizationM was measured in a Quantum Desig
superconducting quantum interference device magnetom
with two sets of pickup coils, and both the longitudinal (Ml ,
parallel toH) and transverse (Mt , perpendicular toH) com-
ponents were recorded. The sample could be rotatedin situ
around an axis perpendicular toH using a homemade
device.15 The angleQ between the normal to the crystal~that
coincides with thec axis! and H was determined from the
angular dependence of the response in the Meissner s
The details of this procedure, that give us an absolute ac
racy ;1°, and relative variations between adjacent ang
better than 0.2°, are described elsewhere.15 Careful align-
ment of the rotation axis with the normal to the plane
irradiation ensures that the conditionHi tracks can be
achieved within;1°.

Isothermal magnetization loopsMl(H) and Mt(H) were
recorded at fixedQ. The sample was then rotated, warm
up aboveTc , and cooled down in zero field to start a ne
run. In this way, the initial Meissner response was record
for each angle. We use the widths of the hysteresisDMl(H)
andDMt(H) to calculate the modulusMi5

1
2 ADMl

21DMt
2

and direction of the irreversible magnetization vectorM i . It
is known that in thin samplesM i is normal to the surface du
to geometrical constrains,15,16 except above a critical angl
;87° for the geometry of our crystal. We have confirm
that M i ic within 1°, for all Q,85°.

From now on we analyze the modulusMi as a function of
T, H, andQ. Figure 1 showsMi versusQ at two tempera-
tures. For clarity, only a few values ofH are shown. Accord-
ing to the critical state Bean model,Mi is proportional to the
screening current densityJ ~which is lower than the critical
currentJc due to thermal relaxation!. The geometrical factor
13 620 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 59 13 621BRIEF REPORTS
betweenMi andJ depends onQ, but it is almost constant fo
Q lower than the critical angle. Thus the vertical axis in F
1 is directly proportional toJ over almost all the angula
range.

The most obvious feature of Fig. 1 is the asymmetry w
respect to thec axis, which is due to the uniaxial pinning o
the inclined tracks. At high fields (H>1 T) we observe a
large peak in the direction of the tracksQD'32°. For H
,1 T the peak becomes broader andprogressively shifts
away from the tracks in the direction of the c axisas H
decreases. The shift decreases with increasingT as shown in
Fig. 2, where the angleQmax of the maximum inMi is plot-

FIG. 1. Widths of the hysteresis loopsM i(H) as a function of
the applied field angleQ for several fields, at temperatures~a! T
570 K and ~b! T560 K. The inset shows a blowup of theH
52 T data near thec axis for T560 K. The units in the inset are
the same of those of the main figure.

FIG. 2. AngleQmax of the maximum inM i(H) as a function of
H for three temperatures. The solid lines are fits to Eq.~1! ~see
text!. Bars mark the width of the plateau. Inset:M i(H) versusQmax

in the region of the plateau forH50.4 T andT560 K.
.

ted as a function ofH for three temperatures. The inset
Fig. 2 shows a blowup of the data of Fig. 1 forH50.4 T and
T560 K. This curve exhibits the second main characteris
of the low-field results, namely the existence of aplateauin
Mi(Q) ~We defineQmax as the center of the plateau!.

We first discuss the origin of the shift. Maximum pinnin
is expected to occur when the tracks are aligned with
direction thatthe vortices would have in the absence of p
ning. For an anisotropic material, such directiondoes not
coincidewith H. If QB is the angle between the equilibrium
induction fieldB ~which represents the vortex direction! and
the c axis, minimization of the free energy forHc1

c !H
!Hc2

c gives13

sin~QB2Q!'
Hc1

c ~12«2!

2H ln k

sinQB cosQB

«~QB!
lnS Hc2~QB!

B D ,

~1!

where Hc2(QB)5Hc2
c /«(QB). Here Hc1

c and Hc2
c are the

lower and upperc axis critical fields,« is the anisotropy and
«(u)5(cos2u1«2 sin2u)1/2. For«,1 vortices tilt towards the
ab plane. WhenQ5QD we haveQB.QD and the optimum
pinning situation is not satisfied. Instead, maximumMi oc-
curs at the vortex-track alignment conditionQB5QD . This
corresponds to an applied field angleQmax,QD that can be
calculated from Eq. 1 by settingQB5QD'32°. ~Within this
picture the peak cannot occur atQ,0, thus the negative
values ofQmax given by Eq. 1 at lowH are unphysical, and
Qmax must approach zero asH→0.!

The solid lines in Fig. 2 are fits to Eq. 1 withfixed
parameters13 «51/7 and Hc2

c (T)51.6 T/K3(Tc2T) ~the
fits are not very sensitive to any of them!. Using
Hc1

c (T)/2 lnk5F0/8plab
2 (T) and lab

2 (T)'lab
2 (0)(1

2T/Tc)
21, we obtain a good fit to the data as a function

field and temperature by setting only one free parame
lab(0)'500 Å . Although this value is significantly smalle
than the accepted value13 (;1400 Å ), we note that this is a
very simplified model, where additional effects such as
magnetizing factors, geometrical barriers, or deviations fr
Ginzburg-Landau theory are not included. We neverthel
consider that it captures the basic physics. We note
Zhukovet al.10 have reported lock-in angles for twin bound
aries in YBa2Cu3O7 crystals that imply anHc1

c about five
times larger than the usual values, a result suggestively s
lar to our case. The quantitative aspects of these eff
clearly require further investigation.

We now return to the plateau seen in the inset of Fig
The constancy ofMi(Q) indicates that the pinning energ
remains constant and equal to the value at the alignm
condition QB5QD . This behavior is a fingerprint of the
lock-in phase.12 To determine the range of the plateau wi
good accuracy (;1°), wehave measured about one loop p
degree atT560 K for 10°,Q,40°. The extension of the
plateau in theH-Q plane at 60 K is shown as bars in Fig.
Its width decreases approximately asH21, as expected12 for
wL , and forH.1 T it becomes undetectable with our res
lution. The decrease ofMi at the edges of the plateau
sharp, a result consistent with the appearance of kinks, w
not only reduceJc but also produce a faster relaxation.

WhenuQB2QDu.wL vortices form staircases. Two que
tions arise here. First, which is the direction of the kinks th
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connect the pinned portions of the vortices? Second, do
observe evidence for a trapping anglewT?

For Q.Qmax, there is a wide angular range in Fig. 1
which Mi(1Q).Mi(2Q) for all H, i.e., pinning is stronger
whenH is closer to the tracks than in the crystallographica
equivalent configuration in the opposite side. This asymm
try demonstrates that at the angle1Q vortices form stair-
cases, with segments trapped in the tracks. ForQ,Qmax we
again observe asymmetry,Mi(Q) crossesQ50 with posi-
tive slope, indicating that pinning decreases asH is tilted
away from the tracks. We can conclude that staircases ex
at least beyond thec axis into theQ,0 region.

The angleuk between the kinks and thec axis can be
calculated by minimization of the free energy.13 For simplic-
ity, let’s consider the caseH@Hc1

c , whereQB5Q and the
problem reduces to calculate the energy of one single vor
as the other terms in the free-energy density are the sam
all configurations.8,11 If Lp is the length of a pinned segmen
andLk the length of the kink~see sketch in Fig. 4!, the line
energy is E}Lpep(QD)1Lke f(uk), where e f(uk)
'«0«(uk)@ lnk10.5# and ep(QD)'«0«(QD)@ lnk1at# are
the line energy for free and pinned vortices, respectively,«0
is the vortex energy scale anda t,0.5 parametrizes the cor
pinning energy due to the tracks~smallera t implies stronger
pinning!. Minimizing E with respect touk we obtain the two
kink orientations,uk

2 for Q,QD anduk
1 for Q.QD .

As the tracks are inclined,uuk
2u and uuk

1u are different.
However, those angles are independent ofQ. As uQ2QDu
increases,uk

6 remain constant whileLp decreases and th
number of kinks increases, consequently the pinning ene
lowers. This accounts for anMi that decreases as we mov
away from the tracks. In particular, forQ5uk

6 vortices be-
come straight (Lp50), thuswT

65uuk
62QDu are the trapping

angles in both directions. In generaluk
6 must be obtained

numerically, but for« tanuk!1 and« tanQD!1 we obtain

tanuk
6'tanQD6

1

«
A 122a t

lnk10.5
. ~2!

FIG. 3. Angular dependence of the irreversible magnetiza
M i(H) for three fields atT560 K. Open symbols: data forQ.0.
Solid symbols: data forQ,0, reflected with respect to thec axis.
Some of the curves were displaced verically for clarity. The arro
indicate the angleQsym beyond which the behavior is symmetr
with respect to thec axis. The procedure of reflection of the data
sketched in the inset.
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Equation~2! adequately describes the main features of
asymmetric region in Fig. 1, and forQD50 it coincides with
the usual estimates12,13 of wT .

There is, however, an important missing ingredient in
standard description presented above, namely the exist
of twins and Cu-O layers, which are additional sources
correlated pinning. This raises the possibility that vortic
may simultaneously adjust to more than one of them, for
ing different types of staircases.

Pinning by twin boundaries is visible in Fig. 1 as an a
ditional peak centered at thec axis for H52 T and T
560 K. A blowup of that peak is shown in the inset. W
observe this maximum forH>1 T. The width of this peak,
;5°, is in the typical range of reported trapping angles
twins.3–5,9,10 On the other hand, the fact that the peak
mounted over an inclined background implies that vortic
are also trapped by the tracks. Thus vortices in this ang
range contain segments both in the tracks and in the tw
These two types of segments are enough to build up
staircases forQ.0, but for Q,0 a third group of inclined
kinks with uk,0 must exist in order to have vortices parall
to H.

Another fact to be considered is that the asymmetry
Mi(Q) disappears asQ approaches theab planes. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3, whereMi data for2uQu was reflected
along thec axis and superimposed to the results for1uQu.
There is a well-defined angleQsym beyond whichMi(Q)
recovers the symmetry with respect to thec axis. We have
also found thatQsym is only weakly dependent onH.

One possible interpretation is that forQ.Qsym staircases
disappear, i.e., thatQsym5uk

1 and we are determiningwT
1

5Qsym2QD . However, this is inconsistent with our exper
mental results. Indeed,wT

1 should decrease withT, and this
decrease should be particularly strong above the depin
temperature17 Tdp;40 K due to the reduction of the pinnin
energy by entropic smearing effects.12 This expectation is in
sharp contrast with the observed increase ofQsym with tem-
perature, which is shown in Fig. 4 forH52 T. Thus the
interpretation ofQsym as a measure of the trapping angle
ruled out. Moreover, if in a certain angular range vortic
were not forming staircases, pinning could be described b
scalar disorder strength, then at high fieldsMi(Q) should
follow the anisotropy scaling law18 Mi(H,Q)

n

s

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence ofQsym ~see Fig. 3!. The solid
line is a guide to the eye. The sketches show the possible vo
staircases forQ.QD .
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5Mi@«(Q)H#. Consistently, we do not observe such scal
in any angular range.

Our alternative interpretation is that, asH approaches the
ab planes, the kinks become trapped by the intrinsic pinni
This idea has been used by Hardyet al.8 to explain that the
Jc at low T in the very anisotropic Bi and Tl compounds wi
tracks atQD545° was the same forH either parallel or
normal to them. Our situation is somewhat different, as
are comparing two configurations both having kinks.

We first note that, according to Eq.~2!, uk
6 cannot be

exactly 90° for finite«, thus the intrinsic pinning must b
incorporated into the model by assigning a lower energy
kinks in the ab planes. Vortices may now form structure
consisting of segments trapped in the columns connecte
segments trapped in theab planes, or alternatively an in
clined kink may transform into a staircase of smaller kin
connecting segments in the planes~see sketches in Fig. 4!.
We should now compare the energy of the new configu
tions with that containing kinks at anglesuk

6 . This is equiva-
lent to figure out whether the kinks atuk

6 lay within the
trapping regime for the planes or not. The problem with t
analysis is that, asuk

6 are independent ofQ, one of the two
possibilities ~either inclined or trapped kinks!, will be the
most favorable for allQ. Thus this picture alone cannot ex
plain the crossover from an asymmetric to a symmetric
gime in Mi(Q).

The key concept to be considered in this scenario is
dispersion in the pinning energy of the tracks. The anglesuk

6

depend on the pinning strength of the adjacent tracks@a t in
Eq. ~2!#, thus a dispersion ina t implies a dispersion inuk

6 .
As Q increases, it becomes larger than the smalleruk

6’s ~that
connect the weaker defects! and the corresponding kinks dis
appear. The vortices involved, however, do not beco
straight, but remain trapped by stronger pins connected
longer kinks with largeruk

6 . This process goes on asQ
grows: the weaker tracks progressively become uneffec
as the ‘‘local’’ uk is exceeded, and the distribution ofuk

6

shifts towards theab planes. When a particular kink fall
within the trapping angle of the planes, a switch to t
.
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pinned-kink structure occurs. In this new picture, the grad
crossover to the symmetric regime asuQu increases takes
place when most of the remaining kinks are pinned by
planes.

If kinks become locked, the total length of a vortex that
trapped inside columnar defects is the total length of a tra
independent ofQ, and the total length of the kinks i
}tan(uQ6QDu) for field orientations6Q, respectively. As
uQu grows, the relative difference between the line energy
both orientations decreases, an effect that is reinforced by
small line energy of the kinks in theab planes. If kinks are
not locked but rather form staircases, taking into account
the trapping angle for theab planes is small4 (;5°), the
same argument still applies to a good approximation. T
temperature dependence ofQsym is now easily explained by
a faster decrease of the pinning of theab planes withT as
compared to the columnar defects.

Additional evidence in support of our description com
from transport measurements in the dc-flux transformer c
figuration. Recent results show that, in contrast with u
twinned crystals, in the liquid phase intwinnedYBa2Cu3O7
crystals vortices remain correlated along thec axis for all
field orientations.19 This suggest that, for all angles, vortice
are composed solely of segments in the twins and in theab
planes.

In summary, we have shown that the combined effect
the three sources of correlated pinning must be taken
account to describe the vortex structure in samples with
clined columnar defects. We demonstrate that the lock
phase exhibits an angle independent pinning strength,
show the decrease of the lock-in angle with field. Our resu
show that a variety of complex staircases are formed depe
ing on the field orientation and strongly suggest that, at h
temperatures, correlated structures dominate vortex pinn
over random disorder in the whole angular range.
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